
OOPS THROUGH JAVA 

UNIT 1 

PART A 

1. Define inheritance? 

2. Define polymorphism? 

3. Define class? 

4. Define object? 

5. Define constructor? 

6. List out the access specifies in java? 

7. List out the data types present in java? 

8. What is the use of “this” keyword? 

9. Define abstraction in java? 

10. Define encapsulation in java? 

 

PART B 

 

1 .What is constructor and write a program to illustrate the use of 

Constructor ? 

2. Explain how strings are created using string class and list out the methods 

of string class ? 

3. Explain various types of inheritance with examples? 

4. Write a program to illustrate the use of static variables and methods? 

5. Explain the features of java ? 

6.Explain static polymorphism and dynamic polymorphism? 

 

                 UNIT 2 

PART-A 

1.What are the  packages and why they are used?  

2.Differentiate between abstract class and interface? 

3.How to create and access a package ? 

4.What keywords are essential in handling user defined exceptions? 

5.What is the use of stringtokenizer class? 

6.Explain the exception hierarchy? 

 7.List  any six built in exceptions in java? 

8.List the Byte stream classes? 

9.Explain how a multiple catch statements works with syntax? 

10.Write short note  on CLASSPATH environmental variable? 

 

PART-B 



11a).Explain with an example how to define and implement interfaces? 

     b)Explain about extending interface with suitable example? 

2)a) discuss how to create own exception subclasses. Give a suitable example? 

 2) b)discuss  various levels of access protection provided for methods and instance variables in    java? 

3)a).What is nested class ? Differentiate between static nested classes and non static nested classes ? 

3)b)What is meant by rethrowing Exception? Discuss suitable scenario for this? 

4). What are the  different  ways  to  create a thread in java ? Explain with examples? 

5) Describe producer consumer problem using interthread communication? 

                                     UNIT-3 

1.What are the  packages and why they are used?  

2.Differentiate between abstract class and interface? 

3.How to create and access a package ? 

4.What keywords are essential in handling user defined exceptions? 

5.What is the use of stringtokenizer class? 

                                                   UNIT-4 

 

PART A 

1) Explain three methods defined by Iterator? 

2) What is Collection ? What is a Collections Framework ? What are the benefits of Java Collections 

Framework ? 

3) What is the difference between Collection and Collections ? 

4) Which collection classes are synchronized or thread-safe ? 

5) Differentiate between List and Set ? 

6) What are the classes implementing List and Set interface ? 

7) What is the difference between Iterator and Enumeration ? 

8)  How to convert the array of strings into the list ? 

9) What is the difference between HashMap and Hashtable ? 

10)  What is the difference between Iterator and ListIterator? 

PART B 

a) Differentiate between ArrayList and Vector. 

b) List the methods of Stack class. 

       2) Explain nine key interfaces of Collection Framework? 

       3) Discuss about following utility classes? 



                 a) Date  b) Calendar  c)Scanner 

        4) what are legacy classes , discuss about following legacy classes? 

                a) Dictionary   b) Hashtable  c)Properties 

      5) Explain the implementation classes of List interface with example programs? 

      6) Explain the implementation classes of Map interface with example programs? 

UNIT V 

PART A 

1) What are different types of event listeners in java? 

2) Give an overview of JButton class? 

3) Discuss with a sample java program how to pass parameters to Applets? 

4) Distinguish between TextField and TextArea classes? 

5) Write a sample java program to demonstrate the usage of TextArea? 

6) Explain about various EventListener interfaces with their syntax? 

7) Explain delegation event model? 

8) What is the significance of layout managers?  Discuss briefly various layout managers? 

9) Write an applet to draw a smiley picture accept user name as a parameter and display welcome message? 

10) List out various Swing component classes and explain them  clearly? 

PART B 

1) Write a java program to design a scientific calculator using awt. 

2) Write a program to demonstrate various keyboard events with suitable functionality? 

3) What is the significance of layout managers?  Discuss briefly various layout managers? 

4) Explain in detain about following event classes 

a) ComponentEvent 

b) ContainerEvent 

c) FocusEvent 

5) In what way JList differ from JCombo box?JList does not support scrolling , why? How this can be remedied ? 

Explain with an example? 

6) Discuss with a sample java program how to pass parameters to Applets? 

 


